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Abstract— Modern ultrasonic phased-array controllers are electronic systems capable of delaying the transmitted or received signals of multiple transducers. Configurable transmit-receive array systems, capable of electronic steering and shaping of the beam in near real-time are available commercially, for example for medical imaging. However, emerging applications such as ultrasonic haptics, parametric audio or ultrasonic levitation, require only a small sub-set of the capabilities provided by the existing controllers. To meet this need we present Ultraino, a modular, inexpensive, and open platform that provides hardware, software and example applications specifically aimed at controlling the transmission of narrowband airborne ultrasound. Our system is composed of software, driver boards and arrays that enable users to quickly and efficiently perform research in various emerging applications. The software can be used to define array geometries, simulate the acoustic field in real time and control the connected driver boards. The driver board design is based on an Arduino Mega and can control 64 channels with a square wave of up to 17 Vpp and π/5 phase resolution. Multiple boards can be chained together to increase the number of channels. 40 kHz arrays with flat and spherical geometries are demonstrated for parametric audio generation, acoustic levitation and haptic feedback.

Index Terms— Phased arrays, ultrasonics, airborne, open hardware, Arduino, acoustic levitation, parametric audio, ultrasonic haptics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Phased-arrays are a collection of elements that transmit or receive with specific phases or time delays. They are in widespread use in radar [1], sonar [2] and ultrasonic imaging [3] since they can dynamically steer and shape the beam. Recently, various non-traditional applications that require the use of transmit-only airborne and narrowband ultrasound have emerged, these applications include acoustic levitation [4], mid-air tactile feedback [5], wireless power transfer [6] and parametric audio generation [7]. However, currently available systems are either very high specification [8][9][10] and hence expensive, or fully integrated into a commercial product (e.g. Ultrahaptics, UK; Pixie Dust Tech., Japan). Neither option provides researchers and developers with a suitable platform to explore these emerging applications.

In this paper, we present Ultraino, an open platform consisting of software for designing and controlling arrays and beams along with hardware to develop narrowband transmit-only applications. Unlike the existing solutions, Ultraino is open, modular, inexpensive and simple enough to be assembled by most researchers. The narrowband airborne array system that we propose has applications in various active research fields such as acoustic levitation, wireless power transfer, mid-air ultrasonic haptic feedback and parametric loudspeakers. We note that these are recent emerging non-traditional applications, so it is reasonable to anticipate further, yet unknown, applications of our system in future years. The creation of this open platform will therefore allow a wide range of researchers from across the globe to explore these and other emerging applications thereby lowering the barriers to research in this field and increasing the possibilities for innovation.

A. Related Work

The design of ultrasonic phased-array controllers is an active field. For instance, the RASMUS platform [8][11] can transmit and receive with 1024 transducer elements and receive from 64 channels simultaneously at 40 MHz sampling with 12-bit resolution; later, it was updated to the platform SARUS [12] capable of transmitting and receiving with 1024 elements simultaneously. Similarly, UARP [9][13] is a high-speed transmit-receive system supporting up to 96 channels (UARP 2.0 will support 128 channels), emitting at 15 MHz and receiving at 50 MHz with 12-bits resolution.

Apart from the above platforms developed by researchers, there are multiple commercial array controllers: Micropulse (PEAK NDT, UK), Vantage (Verasonics, WA, USA) or SonixTOUCH Research (Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Canada) to name a few. Some commercial platforms provide access to the raw data [14]. However, commercial systems cannot always fulfill the requirement of researchers to access the data, embed new algorithms or extend functionality as an open platform would do. To our knowledge, only one open platform for ultrasound array research has been described in the literature, ULA-OP [10][15][16] is a powerful and portable ultrasonic array imaging system specifically developed for research purposes. It supports up to 256 elements and makes
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feasible the experimental testing of novel transmission strategies or challenging processing methods such as real-time vector Doppler schemes.

The above array systems facilitate both emission and reception of high-frequency ultrasound. Although more limited, there are also some examples aimed specifically at the lower frequencies typical of airborne ultrasound. For instance, Harput et al. [17] developed a phased-array with 6 emitters and 4 receivers working at 40 kHz but the emitters were excited by a simple pulse and the number of channels is insufficient for the applications that we describe; also, no software is provided.

Ultrasound (Bristol, UK) is a company that sells phased-arrays with 196-elements operating at 40 kHz for the generation of mid-air tactile sensations. These arrays are of high-quality but being a commercial solution, the software and hardware cannot be easily modified. Similarly, Pixie Dust Technologies (Tokyo, Japan) provides a parametric speaker based on phased arrays. However, similar to Ultrasound, this is a commercial solution for a specific application and thus it is hard to modify or adapt to the various requirements of the researchers.

**B. Ultraino overview**

We focus on the requirements of an array system capable of the transmission of narrowband airborne ultrasound. Such a system does not require wide bandwidths on transmission or reception electronics or Analog-To-Digital-Converters (ADCs) to receive the signals. Furthermore, the typical working frequency for airborne applications is in the range 20-100 kHz which does not necessitate complex electronics. We show that for a frequency of 40 kHz, low-cost electronic components and transducers are commercially available. Through a series of examples, we show that a relatively simple design of array control system is capable of effectively delivering these specifications and is therefore able to support research in various emerging ultrasound applications.

The system hardware consists of a driver board capable of reading the amplitude and phases produced by the software and then generating half-square wave driving signals of up to 17 Vpp and π/5 phase resolution for 64 individual channels. Up to 15 boards can be chained to increase the number of channels. A set of 64 phases can be updated 25 times per second. For complex and fast field modulations, it is also possible to upload onto the board up to 32 phase patterns and a script that exactly specifies how many periods each pattern should be emitted.

The software is multiplatform (i.e., can run directly in Windows, Linux and MacOS) and allows users to define array geometries and then visualize the resulting acoustic fields. The software can calculate the phase and amplitudes of the transducers required for the chosen beamforming operations. If needed, acoustic radiation forces can also be calculated.

For a wide uptake of Ultraino, we provide source code, components list, PCB designs, as well as video instructions for assembling the board and example arrays for applications in particle levitation, mid-air ultrasonic haptics and parametric audio (Supplementary Movies and https://github.com/asiermarzo/ultraino). A PC running the software, driver board and an array are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Picture containing all the components of the Ultraino system: A PC running the control software that can command the driver board and simulate the acoustic field in real time; a driver board capable of generating and amplifying up to 64 signals; and a spherical cap array made of 45 elements.

II. METHODS

A. Models

To calculate the acoustic field in real time, we employed a single frequency far-field piston model of each transducer. Whilst our simulation neglects reflections and non-linear effects, its simplicity allows the software to be executed in real time which then facilitates the interactive exploration of the acoustic fields generated by any user-defined array.

The complex acoustic pressure $P$ at point $r$ due to a piston source [18] emitting at a single frequency can be modelled as:

$$P(r) = P_0 A \frac{d}{d} e^{i(\theta + kd)}$$

Where $P_0$ is a constant that defines the transducer amplitude power and $A$ is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the excitation signal. $D_f$ is a far-field directivity function that depends on the angle $\theta$ between the transducer normal and $r$. Here, $D_f = 2J_1(ka \sin \theta)/k \sin \theta$, which is the directivity function of a circular piston source, where $J_1$ is a first order Bessel function of the first kind and $a$ is the piston radius. This directivity function can be simplified as $D_f = \sin c(ka \sin \theta)$. The term $1/d$ accounts for divergence, where $d$ is the propagation distance in free space. $k = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the wavenumber and $\lambda$ is the wavelength (8.6 mm in air at 25 °C). $\phi$ is the initial phase of the piston. For an array of multiple piston sources, the total field can be obtained by summation of the contribution from each source.

To calculate the force exerted on a sphere due to a complex pressure field, we can use the negative gradient of the Gorkov potential [19][20]:

$$U = 2K_1(|p|^2) - 2K_2(|p_1|^2 + |p_2|^2)$$

$$K_1 = \frac{1}{4V} \left( \frac{1}{c_0^2 \rho_0} - \frac{1}{c_s^2 \rho_s} \right)$$

$$K_2 = \frac{3}{4V} \left( \frac{\rho_0 - \rho_s}{\omega^2 \rho_0 (\rho_0 + 2 \rho_s)} \right)$$

where $V$ is the volume of the spherical particle, $\omega$ is the frequency of the emitted waves, $\rho$ is the density and $c$ is the speed of sound (with the subscripts 0 and s referring to the host medium and the solid particle material respectively). $p$ is the...
complex pressure and $p_x, p_y, p_z$ are respectively its spatial derivatives over x, y and z.

For our system, $P_0 = 0.17$ Pa at 1 meter per $V_{pp}$ of a square excitation signal, $a = 4.5 \text{ mm}$. Air host medium, $\rho_0 = 1.18 \text{ Kg/m}^3$ and $c_0 = 346 \text{ m/s}$. Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) particles $\rho_s = 900 \text{ m/s}$ and $c_s = 29 \text{ Kg/m}^3$.

B. Software

The software permits users to define the geometry of the array; i.e. the position and orientation of each transducer as well as their output amplitude and phase. The user is also able to select transducers with different frequencies and apertures. Once the user has defined the array geometry, they can select a predefined beamforming operation, e.g. focusing or generating a trap at a specific point in space. The software calculates the single-frequency complex acoustic field (i.e. amplitude and phase) emitted by the array (using the algorithms described in more detail in Section II.A). The field is presented in the form of 2D slices through the 3D field. A slice of 1024x800 for a 256 elements array was calculated in 40 ms using an Intel i5 with an integrated GPU, so the acoustic fields appear to the user in real time. This aids the acoustic design process as, for example, the focal point can be dragged with the computer mouse and the field visualized at the same time. The current software also allows users to visualize the acoustic radiation forces on particles using the model described above. As an alternative to selecting a beamforming operation, the user can manually change the initial phase and amplitude of the transducers to explore the effect on the field. Finally, the transducers are assigned communication channels and the software generates the control signals required for the driver boards.

The software was developed in Java 1.8 to facilitate multiplatform use and access to an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that is open. OpenGL was used to render the 3D graphics and GLSL 3.0 was used to plot the acoustic fields. In the Supplementary Movies there are examples of how to perform the actions presented in the paper. In the following subsections, specific actions of the software are described in more detail.

1) Define the Array Geometry

Defining the array geometry consists of setting the position and orientation of the transducers. First, the aperture of the radiating pistons, the frequency and the output amplitude constant are set for simulating the generated acoustic field. It is possible to use preset arrays such as flat, hexagonal or radial (Figure 2). Another possibility is to import the array geometry from a CSV file or from an OBJ file generated with 3D modeling software. In Figure 3, we show the imported geometry from TinyLev [21]. Once imported, the transducers can be moved, rotated or scaled by the user in real time.

Fig. 2. Preset geometries available. a) square grid. b) hexagonal grid. c) radial.

2) Create Foci and Traps.

Once the transducers have been positioned, it is possible to change their amplitude and phase to create different acoustic fields. Although the user can set the amplitude and phase manually, the simplest way of working is by creating foci or traps at different points. One option is to click on a slice and the transducers phases will be set to achieve a focus at the target point. The focusing calculation uses a simple geometric ray model. Another option is to enter the coordinates of a control point (green sphere in Figure 3 b) and command the software to focus at that point; then, when the point is moved, the array is automatically refocused at the required point. It is possible to store animations that can be played back later at different speeds. The available predefined beamforming operations are: focus point, twin trap with different azimuthal angles and vortex beams of different topological charges (Figure 4).

Fig. 3. Importing the array from an OBJ file. a) render of the model. b) Transducers imported into the simulation, the color of the transducers represents their emitting phase; a slice of the amplitude field is presented with a particle placed in one of the nodes.

2) Create Foci and Traps.

Once the transducers have been positioned, it is possible to change their amplitude and phase to create different acoustic fields. Although the user can set the amplitude and phase manually, the simplest way of working is by creating foci or traps at different points. One option is to click on a slice and the transducers phases will be set to achieve a focus at the target point. The focusing calculation uses a simple geometric ray model. Another option is to enter the coordinates of a control point (green sphere in Figure 3 b) and command the software to focus at that point; then, when the point is moved, the array is automatically refocused at the required point. It is possible to store animations that can be played back later at different speeds. The available predefined beamforming operations are: focus point, twin trap with different azimuthal angles and vortex beams of different topological charges (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Different fields generated with a flat 8x8 array. Focus point (a,b,c). Twin Trap (d,e,f). Vortex Trap of topological charge, l=1 (g,h,i). Amplitude fields (a,b,d,e,g,h) and Phase fields (c,f,i). Front View (a,d,g) and Top View (b,c,e,f,h,i).
3) Simulated Acoustic Field and Forces on Particles

It is possible to position 2D slices on which either the amplitude or the phase is displayed (Figure 4). The slices will display the field in real time as the transducer positions, phases or amplitudes are changed. The slices themselves can also be moved and rotated around the 3D space.

For the calculations of acoustic radiation forces on particles some additional parameters are required: density of the host medium (e.g. air) as well as the speed of sound and density of the particle (e.g. Expanded Polystyrene). The forces acting on the 1mm diameter EPS particle from Figure 3.b are shown in Figure 5.

4) Control of the Driver Boards

The phases and amplitudes calculated in II.B.2 can now be used to control a driver board that is connected to a computer through the USB: the driver board in turn is connected to the array elements. The software can either send individual frames or a set of frames together with a script that will indicate exactly how many periods of each frame to play. This last operation allows the user to program accurate dynamic field manipulation and modulation options. Whilst the software is designed to interface with the driver board presented in Section II.C., the code has been designed to provide easy integration with other existing and future driver boards.

Physical channels can be assigned manually to the transducers but we have developed the following simple automatic protocol for this assignment. A small microcontroller (e.g. Arduino Nano) is also connected to the computer. Its ADC is connected to a single transducer (e.g. Murata MA40S4S) which is used as a microphone. This microphone-transducer is placed on top of a transducer from the array as indicated by the software. Then, a key is pressed and the simulation will emit sequentially from all the transducers in the array until the one that has the ADC on top is detected. This way, it is possible to assign all the transducers to a channel without having to carefully examine the connections. Also, automatic corrections for individual differences in phase and amplitude can be made for each transducer.

C. Driver board

The driver board is composed of an Arduino Mega that generates 64 digital periodic signals with the phase and amplitude defined by the computer, and a shield that amplifies these signals up to 17 Vpp. Several driver boards can be chained together to increase the number of channels. In Figure 6, we show the Arduino Mega, the amplification shield and 4 boards chained together. In Supplementary Movie 1, we present a step by step guide for assembling a driver board.

![Image of Arduino and driver board](image_url)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSB</th>
<th>LSB</th>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Switches the emissions buffers of all the boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX11</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Appends XX to the durations buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>All the durations have been set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXX</td>
<td>YYYY</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>The board number YYYY appends YYYY to the emission buffer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. a) Arduino Mega used to generate 64 logic signals. b) shield mounted on top of the Arduino. The shield amplifies the 64 signals, distributes the sync signal, logic and power voltage. With the jumpers on the left, the logic supply is set to Internal (5 V uses the Arduino Power and 18 V uses the power voltage through the Arduino Voltage regulator). The jumpers on the right select the source of the sync signal (Internal or External). c) four boards chained together, the logic supply is set to 18 V and the sync signal is internal for the first board and external for the rest.

1) Signal Generation

The Arduino generates 64 digital signals, each signal is represented by a stream of 0s and 1s emitted through a digital output. A pattern of signals is divided into a discrete number of steps that are emitted in a loop fashion, different phases are obtained by shifting the patterns; also, the duty cycle (i.e. number of 1s) can be used to control the amplitude of the output wave (Figure 7). Despite using a half-square wave, the output of the transducers was found to be sinusoidal given their resonant nature [22][23] (Figure 8). Using square waves simplifies the electronics and reduces the required digital lines per channel while still permitting the generation of excitation signals that produce acoustic sinusoidal waves with controlled amplitude and phase [24].

![Image of Arduino Mega and driver board](image_url)

**Fig. 7.** Controlling amplitude and phase of a half-square wave with a periodic logic digital signal that is divided into 10 steps.

The main loop of the program outputs the steps that compose the voltage patterns sent to the amplifier and then to the...
transducers. To synchronize the iterations of the loop, the Arduino generates a sync signal matched to the acoustic frequency (i.e. 40 kHz) using the internal “Timer1”, other frequencies can be selected if the application uses a different frequency. When several boards are chained together, this sync signal is generated by the first board and shared amongst the other boards, otherwise small timing deviations would produce beating effects. During the main loop, the voltage patterns are sequentially sent to the output ports as many times as steps per period are supported. These output operations are intertwined with the operations described in the next section. NOP (no operation) instructions were used to calibrate each output step and make them last the same amount of time.

Normally 64 channels would represent 8 ports (1 byte each), however the Arduino Mega has some pins reserved for internal functions so we needed to use 10 ports to cover the 64 channels. The maximum supported steps per period at 40 kHz was 10, giving a phase resolution of π/5; 32 complete voltage patterns (periods) can be stored into the memory of the Arduino.

The boards have two pairs of buffers. One pair is the voltage pattern buffer which contains the patterns that are output in a loop fashion to the ports to generate the excitation signals. The other pair is the duration buffer which specifies how many periods of each pattern should be emitted. It is important to note that a pair of buffers is used in a double buffer scheme so that whilst new patterns or durations are being received, the old patterns can be emitted with minimum interference.

2) Communication Protocol

The software running on the computer defines the signals that need to be generated by the driver boards. The Arduino Mega receives the commands from the computer using its integrated USB to UART chip. Specifically, the Arduino Mega is connected to the computer by USB and receives data at 250 Kbaud, which, using 1-bit stop 1-bit start, is equivalent to 25 Kbytes/second. When several boards are chained together, the UART output of one board is connected to the input of the next one; the first board input is connected to the computer and the last board output is left unconnected. The boards do not return information to the computer.

Each byte sent by the computer is a command from a simple protocol (Table I). This protocol allows an emission pattern to be added to the pattern buffer, durations to the duration buffer or switch the buffers. The protocol supports up to 15 boards chained together.

The least-significant four bits of the byte determine the target board; the first board is number 1. If the command has a target board different from 0, the command is for adding emission patterns to the buffer of a specific board. If a board receives a command with 1 as the board number then this board puts the four most-significant bits of the command in its pattern buffer and does not resend the command. Otherwise, the board subtracts 1 from the board number and sends the command to the next board. This way, the control software can add emit patterns to the buffer of specific boards (i.e. if the target board is 1, then the pattern is added to the first board; if the target board is 4, the pattern is added into the fourth board).

Commands with a target board of 0 are commands for all the boards and are always resent to the next board. These commands are: Switch Patterns (0b00000000), to indicate that the pattern buffer should we switched so that the new patterns are emitted; Add Duration (0bXX110000), in which the 2 most-significant bits are used to fill in a duration buffer; and Switch Durations (0b00010000), to switch the duration buffer.

3) Signal Amplification

The logic signals generated by the Arduino MEGA are 5 Vpp but most transducers operate at up to ~20 Vpp. Therefore, to excite the transducers with enough voltage (and power) it is necessary to amplify the logic signals. We designed a shield that slots on top of the Arduino and amplifies each of the 64 signals to up to 17 Vpp. For every two channels, the circuit uses a dual driver MOSFET TC4427 (Microchip) with 2 decoupling caps (0.1 uF and 4.7 uF) (Figure 8). The circuit also distributes the power voltage, logic voltage, sync signal and UART data amongst all the chained boards. In Figure 9, we show 4 output signals from the driver board and the corresponding sound waves created by the transducers as received with another transducer placed on top as a microphone.

![Logical diagram for 2 channels of the driver board. This module is repeated 32 times for the whole board.](image1)

![Signals of different phase and duty cycle generated by the driver board, fed into transducers and measured with another transducer.](image2)

D. Arrays

In this section, we describe a simple way of assembling wires to connect the driving board to the transducers. We also show how to create different structures for socketing the transducers into various array shapes. In Supplementary Movie 2, it is shown how to create an 8x8 flat array.

The amplification shield has 16-way male MOLEX connectors to provide flexibility in the type of arrays that can be connected. We use flat ribbon wires with female MOLEX connectors in the side that connect to the driving board, and 3-way PCB connectors to connect to transducers at the other side. The array elements used in the applications discussed in the next section are 10mm diameter piezoelectrically actuated transducers (MA40S4S, MURATA, Japan). Note that it is necessary to manually measure their polarity, Marzo et al. [23] describes in the supplementary Movie a simple method for doing so. In Figure 10, we show 8 transducers connected to the ribbon cable.
Laser-cutting or 3D-printing are two options to create the structures in which the transducers are socketed. Laser-cutting is efficient and simple for creating flat arrays either single-sided or in a standing-wave configuration. 3D-printing is slower but allows users to create a wider range of shapes such as spherical caps or curved arrays. Example arrays are shown in Figure 11.

III. RESULTS

A. Generated Fields

In this subsection, we present a comparison between experimental and simulated fields. The experimental fields were scanned with a microphone (1/8” Bruel & Kjar calibrated microphone Type 4138-A-015) attached to a 3D positioning stage and scanned using a step-size of 1 mm. The simulated fields were obtained from the previously described software. In Figure 12 we show the amplitude and phase field for a Twin-trap generated 2 cm above the flat 8x8 array from Figure 11.a, whereas in Figure 13 a vortex-trap generated with the spherical cap from Figure 11.c is illustrated. It can be seen that the predictions are in good agreement with the measured field, small deviations may be due to reflections, misalignments or individual deviations of the transducers (because of the manufacturing processes the transducers do not emit with the same amplitude and phase even when excited with the same signal [21]).

B. Example Applications

In this section, we provide examples of how to use Ultraino for different applications. Full details of all the examples can be seen in the Supplementary Movies.

1) Parametric Loudspeaker

Parametric audio uses ultrasonic fields modulated at audible frequencies to create highly directional audio effects using the sound-from-ultrasound phenomenon. The beam directivity is governed by the ultrasonic frequency and the sound is heard due to non-linear effects [25][26][27]. Systems based on this principle have been used to create audio spotlights [28]. With a phased-array, the ultrasonic beam can be focused and steered electronically towards a specific region of space or target individual [7][29]. Such array systems require transmit only operation and use narrow bandwidths centered on the ultrasonic carrier frequency (typically in the range 40-80 kHz).

Here, we use a simple amplitude modulation of the carrier signal with audio. It is appreciated that there are more sophisticated modulation schemes that yield less harmonic distortion [30], also the modulated audio requires preprocessing in order to optimise the audio quality [31], however, as this example serves only as a demonstration of the capability of the array and controller, these refinements are omitted.

The flat 8x8 array shown in Figure 11.a was used for this example, instead of powering the driver board with a fixed DC, we used the output from an audio amplifier; more specifically, we used the ground and one lead of the outputs from the amplifier, we double checked that this signal was always
between 0 and 15 V. This is equivalent to applying amplitude modulation on the carrier signal. The result is the generation of audible sound along the ultrasonic beam emitted from the array.

By default, the array outputs with the same phase delay for all the transducers but it is possible to connect to the driver board and use the Ultraino software to electronically steer a focal point while the audio is being played. We generated a focal point 2 m away from the array at different lateral positions to focus the sound at different areas. It was possible to switch the audio between two listeners separated by 2 m. This example can be seen in Supplementary Movie 3.

2) Single-Sided Acoustic Levitation

Phased-arrays can generate acoustic fields that exert radiation forces on particles. For instance, this force can be used to paint or sculpt in fur [32] and other artistic media such as sand or liquids [33]. When the acoustic field exerts converging forces, particles can be trapped in mid-air [4]. By changing the phases of the array elements, the field can be modified to move particles in 3D using 4 opposed arrays [34]. Later, two opposed arrays were used to create modular systems that represent the trajectory of objects with a levitated particle [35]. It is also possible to levitate particles using single-sided levitators that generate Bessel-shaped tractor beams [36]. Using several levitated particles as graphic representations is an emerging research field [37]. For example, dynamic charts [38] or screens [39] can be created with acoustically levitated particles. The compact size of the available ultrasonic emitters has even led to the development of wearable ultrasonic gloves to manipulate particles in mid-air [40]. All these levitation examples, require a narrowband, transmit-only system with between 50 to 200 elements, the majority operating at 40 kHz.

In this example, we used the 8x8 flat-array shown in Figure 11.a to generate a Twin trap [36] 20 mm above the array. The forces of this trap are converging and thus it is possible to trap a 2 mm diameter EPS particle in the field (Figure 14).

Since the wavelength is 8.6 mm, particles of up to 4 mm in diameter can be levitated, i.e., standard acoustic trapping is limited to particles of half-wavelength diameter maximum [41]. In the software, we subsequently changed the position of the trap to move the particle along different paths, this example can be seen in Supplementary Movie 4.

3) Standing Wave Levitation

A standing wave was formed between the top and bottom arrays shown in Figure 3. Particles will be trapped in the nodes of this standing wave. In this case, the trapping strength is larger than in the twin trap in the previous example, so it is possible to levitate liquids. In Figure 15, we show levitated droplets of isopropyl alcohol and water, this example is shown in Supplementary Movie 5.

![Fig. 15. A standing wave levitating droplets of liquids. a) Isopropyl alcohol with food coloring. b) a solution of water and tin dioxide.](image_url)

4) Ultrasonic Haptic Feedback

The radiation forces of airborne ultrasonic waves can be used to create mid-air haptic sensations. To maximize the effect, the field must be modulated at a frequency perceptible to our mechanoreceptors [42]. This principle has been used to create mid-air tactile displays [5][43][44][45] and even generate different tactile shapes [46] as the acoustic field is reshaped electronically at high-speeds and with sufficient accuracy.

We used a spherical cap array as shown in Fig 11.c to generate a focal point 2 cm above the array. We defined an animation with 100 periods with the array on and 100 periods with the array off. By doing so, a focal point is generated and modulated at 200 Hz. Since the mechanoreceptors in our skin are more sensitive to vibrations at this frequency [42], we were able to feel the forces at the focal point with our hand. The focal point can be created at different positions to electronically change where the tactile sensation is applied. This example can be seen in Supplementary Movie 6.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss in more detail the capabilities of Ultraino compared to similar systems and the consequences of some design decisions that were taken. Some research papers can be found about the commercial systems, Ultrasoundics [5][46] and the Pixie Dust Technologies [7][37] but we note that the system specification may have changed slightly from the published prototypes.

A. Selected microcontroller

We selected an Arduino Mega as the microcontroller because of the simplicity of programming it, the wide range of existing users, its low price, high-number of IOs (72) and integrated UART to USB chip. Other options were a Raspberry PI 2 which costs slightly more, provides only 26 GPIOs and takes around 30 s to boot up.

Alternatively, FPGA or CPLDs could be used but these are again more expensive options and are more challenging to program. However, FPGAs have a high number of IOs, enabling operation at higher frequencies and providing higher phase resolution. Using individual ICs is a further option to reduce the cost of an FPGA system but assembling all the required parts (e.g. clock or flash memory) adds complexity to the assembly. We note that Ultrasoundics first used 5 XNOS processors (Bristol, UK) and has recently swapped to an FPGA solution; Pixie Dust uses an FPGA making it very hard to reprogram it.
B. Phase resolution

Ultraino has a phase resolution of π/5 degrees when working at 40 kHz with 64 channels. It is possible to obtain higher phase resolutions at lower frequencies or when controlling less channels. The code for a 16-channel board based on Arduino Nano and with π/12 degrees of phase resolution is also provided. Ultrahaptics has a phase resolution of π/25 [46] and the phase resolution for Pixie Dust arrays is π/8 [37].

A phase resolution of π/5 degrees operating at 40 kHz provides a simulated nodal position accuracy of 0.9 mm was obtained when moving the node in the levitator shown in Figure 3. Particle positional accuracy is closely related to nodal positional accuracy, however, the particle is typically displaced from the node by the effects of gravity.

In Figure 16.a, we show how the amplitude of a focal point generated 8 cm above an 8x8 flat array (Figure 11.a) varies depending on the phase resolution. In Figure 16.b, we illustrate how the trapping force along the direction of propagation of a twin-trap varies with different phases resolutions, the trap is generated 2 cm above an 8x8 array. As it can be seen, there is no major loss from using a phase resolution of π/5 for focusing the beam or creating traps.

![Fig. 16. a) amplitude of a focal point created 8cm above an 8x8 flat array depending on the phase resolution of the driving signals. b) Trap stiffness on the Z-direction of a twin-trap created 2.5 cm above a 8x8 flat array depending on the phase resolution of the driving signals.](image)

C. Maximum Voltage

The maximum voltage supported by the driver board is 17 Vpp, this limit comes from the MOSFET drivers employed, which are rated at 18 Vpp maximum. Ultrahaptics supports up to 20 Vpp but only when operating in pulse mode. Pixie Dust boards support up to 24 Vpp but requires active cooling in the form of fans. We decided to use one channel of the MOSFET driver per transducer to minimize cost, complexity of soldering and footprint of the board. It would be possible to use two channels in a push-pull configuration to obtain 32 Vpp or to use more expensive MOSFET drivers that can go up to 40 Vpp per channel. However, we think that using one channel of the TC4427 per channel offers a good balance between maximum voltage, price, board size, number of components as well as the not necessity of cooling.

When the particles are small compared to the wavelength, the radiation force is proportional to the volume [19], therefore levitation is density dependent. The standing-wave levitator can levitate samples of up to 1.1 g/cm³ density operating at 15 Vpp whereas the single-sided levitator has only been tested with Styrofoam particles (i.e. 29 Kg/m³).

D. Update speed and patterns storage

The Ultraino driver board can update the emission patterns for 64 channels 25 times per second using a UART speed of 250 Kbauds, the speed can be increased up to 2 MBauds for updating the board 100 times per second, but the setup becomes more susceptible to interference/error. The UART is favoured here as it simplifies the hardware, integration and development process. Ultrahaptics support high-speed rates since it uses USB 2.0, although this increases the complexity of establishing communication with the board and finding suitable drivers. The update rate of Pixie Dust arrays is 1 kHz [37], it seems that instead of phase patterns the board receives the position of the target focus and they do the calculations on the board, making it the system faster but less versatile. Although our boards can only be updated at up to 100 times per second, we provide an option for faster and more accurate field updating. It is possible to upload 32 patterns onto the board as well as a script that specifies exactly how many periods each pattern should be emitted.

E. Number of boards

Ultrahaptics does not allow the chaining of multiple boards to further increase the number of channels. In Pixie Dust, up to 4 boards can be chained together since they only need to receive the position of the target focus. In Ultraino, the chained boards share the sync signal and the data channel, so it is still possible to send individual phases to each board. This sync signal is just a clock to mark the 40 kHz reference. So, there is no deviation between the boards other than the one introduced by the signal travelling through the PCB tracks which is negligible at 40 kHz. Up to 15 boards can be chained together but only 4 chained boards have been tested in a real system.

F. Transducers position

Ultrahaptics and Pixie Dust arrays have the transducers soldered onto the PCB. This simplifies its production since they avoid the use of connectors and wires. However, for a research platform it is important to maximise flexibility by enabling users to position the transducers arbitrarily to create curved arrays or other types of geometries.

V. Conclusion

We have described an open platform for defining, simulating and controlling narrowband phased-arrays operating in transmission at 40 kHz in air; both the software and hardware are open. Example applications have been shown in parametric loudspeakers, acoustic levitation, and mid-air ultrasonic haptic feedback. This demonstrates that the Ultraino system has the capability to inexpensively and quickly allow researchers to explore a range of new airborne ultrasound application. We hope that Ultraino allows researchers and ultrasound enthusiasts to explore these and future novel scenarios.
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